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Relaxation soundershave proved to be successfulin measuringthe electron density in dilute space
plasmas.The resonancesexcitedat the characteristicfrequenciesof the medium dependvery much on the
local plasma.We presenthere methodsto determineautomatically,by a computer,the plasmafrequency
in the various regions encountered.In the solar wind and in the magnetosheath,only one strong,

long-lasting
resonance
appearscloseto the plasmafrequency
fpe,yieldingdirectlythe electrondensity.
We use a pattern recognitionmethod basedon Sebestyen's
discriminationapproach,and eachidentified
resonanceis given with a quality criterion. From one year of data there is no drift of the resonance

features,
andthemethod
•is usedwitha success
rateof 95%asdetermined
by manual
means.
In the
magnetospherevarious types of resonancesare excited at the characteristicfrequenciesof the medium

(cyclotron
harmonic
frequencies
nf•e andmaximum
frequencies
of theBernstein's
modes
fq,).We compare
thedispersion
relationof electrostatic
waves,whichcontains
feeandfpeasparameters,
to the observed
frequencies
of the resonances.
Firstfeeis extractedusingthe harmonicityof the nf½
e resonances,
and then

thefqnseries
iscompared
to thedispersion
relationfor variousvaluesoff•e.In 93% of 250cases
theerror
for f•,e is lessthan 10%. In the magnetotailwherethe resonances
are closelyspacedin frequency,the
frequency
resolutionof the experiment
doesnot allow us to usethismethodand we determine
f•,eby the
enhancementof the resonancespower.

1.

PRINCIPLE

INTRODUCTION

During the last twenty years the relaxation sounder was
undoubtedly a part of the most used active experiments for
the study of spatial plasmas.After proving to be successful
in
ionospheric dense plasma (see Calvert [1969], Muldrew
[1972a, b], McAfee [1973], and Benson[1977] for reviews),it
was taken aboard spacecraftflown in the dilute plasma of the
outer magnetosphere:GEOS 1 (launchedin May 1977),ISEE
1 (October 1977) and GEOS 2 (July 1978). Here again, the
resultsobtained were of excellentquality [Etcheto and Petit,
1977; Etcheto and Bloch, 1978]. Finally it was on board ISEE
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1 that suchan experimentwas usedfor the first time outside
the magnetosphere
and provedto work very well in the solar
wind and magnetosheath[Harvey et al., 1979].
The sounder transmits on a swept frequencyand receives
echoesafter a measureddelay in a way analogousto groundbased

ionosondes.
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oscillation in the surrounding medium. Hence with suitable

interpretation, we have a powerful tool for spatial plasma diagnostic.
The aim of the present paper is to handle several years of
ISEE 1 data using a computer and to determine automatically

a fundamentalparameter,the plasmafrequency,
from the raw
data. This data processing
wasessential
to changethe relaxation sounder into an instrument usable for routinely mea-

suringthetotalelectrondensityonboarda spacecraft.
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Fig. 1. Principleof the relaxationsounder.
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Let us notice that the receiver bandwidth A f of the topside
sounders is much larger than 1/z. The reason is that the
receiver of this type of sounder sweepsupward in frequency
during the travel time of the pulse [Franklin and Maclean,
1969]. The ISEE 1 relaxation sounder has many possible
working modeschosenby telecommand[Harvey et al., 1978],
but the one most commonly used covers the frequency range
from 0 to 51 kHz using 128 frequencysteps,each of which is
400 Hz wide. The step duration ts is 125 ms, a complete cycle
lasting thus 16 s. The received signal is compressed in an
automatic gain control amplifier (AGC). The data are transmitted to the ground (1) either through a digital telemetry
giving the AGC level, usually sampled once every 16 ms,
which is used permanently (the plasma frequency determination will be made on thesesignals)(2) or through an analog

kHz

80

40

telemetry,usedonly 10% of the time,whichtransmitsboth

0

the AGC level and the compressedwaveform (thesedata will
be usedto help in the adjustmentof the data processing).
If the transmitter is not used (passivemode), the sounder

0

waveform

becomes a natural wave receiver. The sounder is usually active
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Fig. 2. Resonancein the solar wind. Top' envelope of the receivedsignal in logarithmicscale.Bottom: compressedwaveform.A
resonanceis a strong,monochromaticsignaldecreasingwith time.
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As a resultof the eilipticityof the ISEE 1 orbite(aPogee23
Re, perigee280 km), the soundermakesmeasurements
in dif-
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ferent plasma regimes(magnetosphere,magnetosheath,solar
wind, magnetospherictail) in which the signalshave very dif-

ferentsignatures.
Consequently,
we developeddifferentmethods to determinethe plasma frequency,and thencethe plasma

NON-RESONANCES

density,
indifferent
regions.

(127800)

We will first describebriefly the principle of the relaxation

sounder
andthesignals
observed
in differentregions.
In sections 3 and 4 we will detail the method used in the regions
(magnetosheathand solar wind) where only one resonanceis
observedat the plasmafrequency.Section5 will deal with the
determinationof the plasma frequencyin the magnetosphere,
where many resonancesof different natures are observed.
2.

RELAXATION SOUNDER: RESONANCES

The principleof a relaxationsounder
is similarto that of fi
classicalradar flown in a plasma(Figure 1). At the beginning

of a timeintervalts,a radiowavetransmitter
is co•hecte•l
to
an antennaandsends
a wavetrainwitha centerfrequency
f
anda durati
øn z. Immediately
afterthistransmission
a radio
receivertuned to the same frequencyf is connectedto the
antenna;this receiverhas a bandwidthAf = 1/z and listensto

signals
in thefrequency
band
f + Af/2 untilthe'•ndof the
time ts(frequencystep).Then the frequencyis incrementedby
Af and the processis repeated at f + Af(new frequencystep).
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Fig. 3. Scatterplots of the raw variablesin the solar wind for
resonances
(top) and nonresonances
(bottom).The scatteringinside
one family is larger and the decouplingbetweenthe two familiesis
lessclear than for the more sophisticatedvariablesof Figure 5.
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Fig. 4. Characteristicsof resonances(thick line) and nonresonances
(thin line) in the solar wind' "power" (top),
"deviation"to mean decay (bottom left) and "decay"(bottom right). Resonancesand nonresonances
are well decoupled,
especiallyfor "power."

only part of the time, but in this paper we will deal only with
data recorded during active periods.
The answer of the medium to the transmitted wave train,
observed only at some frequencies,is called a resonance.Immediately after transmission,a very intensesignal is observed,
whose amplitude decreasesslowly compared to the duration

travel with the spacecraft,or interceptits trajectory,in sucha
way that the receivedsignal lasts much longer than the initial
pulse.
Detailed interpretationshave been given for observations
made in the ionosphereby Deeringand Fejer [1965], McAfee
[1969], and Fejer and Yu [1970]. For the sake of the present
study we will only mention that in the magnetospheremany
resonancesare observed'at the harmonicsof the electrongy-

of the transmissionz: a resonancelasts approximatelyone
hundred times more than the transmittedpulse.Such a phenomenon can only be observed when the frequency of the
transmitted signal is close to a resonancefrequencyof the
medium at which the group velocity of the wavesis low, betweenone and a few tens(dependingon the type of resonance
observed)of times the relative velocity of the satellite with

propagation, at the upper hybrid frequency [Etcheto et al.,

respect to the medium. In this case, the transmitted waves

tainedbetweentw0successive
gyroharmonics
abovetheupper

rofrequency,
at thefq, frequencies
of the Bernstein's
modesof
1981]. It has been shown [Belmont, 1981] that in a bi-

Maxwellianplasma(madeof a dominantcold plusa hot
population)thereis a seriesof fq, (one in eachbranchcon,
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Fig. 5. Scatterplots of the variablesfor resonances
(top) and nonresonances
(bottom)in the solar wind. The decoupling
is even clearer in a three-dimensionalspace.

analog telemetry. At the top the AGC level is displayed as a
function of time, the times of samplingof the digital telemetry
being indicated. It is a strong signal, decreasingslowly with
time. At the bottom, the compressedwaveform (after freadditional
fqnresonances,
called"hotfqn,"are observed
whose quencytransposition)is plotted: its amplitudeevolvesslightly
number and frequenciesdependon the characteristicsof the becausethe feedback is not total (the waveform is not comhot plasma.The intensityof the variousresonancesvariesbut
pressedto a fixed amplitude but is only compressedfrom a 0usually the strongestsignal is observedclose to the total to 80-dB dynamic range to a 0- to 20-dB dynamic range).We
plasmafrequency[Etchetoet al., 1983].
will work on the digitized AGC signal,usually sampled3 or 7
The data processing
of the resonances
in the magnetosphere times during a given frequency step.

hybrid frequency) which only depend on the ratio of the
plasma frequency of the coldest population to the gyrofrequencyand on the number of the branch in which they
are observed. We will use this property later. Furthermore,

will consistin determiningthe gyrofrequency(usingthe harFrom now on, we will call resonances the frequency steps
monicityof the gyroharmonics)
and the cold plasmafrequency where the observed signal behaveslike a resonance,and non-

(throughthealignmentof thecold4n)[Trotignonet al., 1982]. resonancesall the other steps.Our problem is now to separate
In the solar wind and magnetosheathwhere the electrontemperatureand the magneticfield are low, only one strong,longlasting resonanceis observed close to the plasma frequency,
even though an additional series of weak, short-lived resonances at the gyroharmonicsand f•tn is seen in the magnetosheath.In theseregions,the data processingwill consistin
signal pattern recognition to identify the plasma resonance
•Thouvenin and Trotignon, 1980], which is not more than one

or two percent off the plasma frequencyas determinedby
manual scalingof the data •Etchetoet al., 1981].
3.

SOLAR WIND

A typical example of plasma resonanceobservedin the
solar wind is shown in Figure 2, transmitted through the

the resonances from the nonresonances, automatically by
using a computer, working on undersampled,possibly noisy

signals,and keeping in mind that natural waves with comparable intensity can be present simultaneously.This task is
well performed using a pattern recognition technique.As the
resonanceshave a common pattern, while the nonresonances
can be anything (natural waves of various kinds, parasitic
signals),we are only able to definethe common featuresof the
resonances.

These features will characterize

the class of reso-

nances.Then we have to determinewhether a given frequency
stepbelongsto the classof resonances
or not by a comparison
of its features with the already known pattern of this class.
Among the pattern recognition techniques,we have chosen
Sebestyen's
algorithm,which seemedto be the most suitablein
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ISEE 1 November6

1

onances.The fingerlike structure and spread of the clusters
originate from the various modes in which the experiment was

11,1977

working (different sampling rates and times, change of the
time constant of the AGC). It is worth noticing that the non-

100 -

resonancesdecay with time. This is the result of a spurious
signal, due to the transmitter, observed at the beginning of
each step; the stronger the interference,the larger the decay,
giving a slope to the cluster of the nonresonances.These are
the reasons why we had to use the more sophisticatedvariablesdescribedin the appendix.
Using thesethree variablescalled "power," "decay" and "deviation" we will consider that the resonancesare represented
geometricallyas points in a three-dimensionalspace.The first
task of Sebestyen's
algorithm is then to transformthis original
spacein order to increasethe clusteringof thesepoints.In the

newspacethe mean-square
distanceD: betweenthe members
of the referenceset of resonancesis minimum (for more details
seeSebestyen[1962]). In Figure 4 are shownthe histogramsof
the new variables which are obtained after having done the

50-

transformations which minimize D 2. For the reference set of

resonancesthat we used,the clusteris only rotated throughan
angle of nearly three degreesabout the deviation axis. Therefore the original variables (defined in the appendix) are very

NQo
N
......

theoretical

curve

nearly independent. These histograms are made out of 690
frequency sweeps (containing 690
resonances and
690 x 128- 88,320 steps).We excluded the known parasitic
lines at 20 and 40 kHz [Harvey et al., 1979] which are usually
as strong as the resonancesbut without any decay. The histo-

NRQo
NQo+ NRQo

gram for the resonancesis a thick line while it is a thin line for
the nonresonances.

I

1.

I

I

I

2.

I

3.
QualitycriterionQo

Fig. 6. Percentagesof signalshaving a quality better than a given

Q0 for resonances(thick line) and nonresonances
(thin line). The
dotted line shows the theoretical

results if the variables were normal.

N is the total numberof resonances
(N = 690).NQ0(NRQ0)is the
number of resonances(nonresonances)
with Q _<Q0. We must improve the recognition.

The horizontal

dashed line indicated

the

change from an enlarged linear scale to a more compressed
one. The power is by far the most discriminating variable,
followed by the "deviation."The decay comeslast. Testsmade
when sorting the resonancesby frequencybands did not show
appreciablemodifications.
We displayedthe variablesseparatelybut the computerwill
handle them simultaneouslyand work in a three-dimensional

space,which representationis difficult.Thencewe will project
the two clusters(of resonancesand nonresonances)on the
planesorthogonalto the axes.The scatterplots in the "decaypower" (left) and "deviation-decay"(right) planesare shownin
Figure 5 for the resonances(top) and nonresonances(bottom).
This time the resonances cluster well, and the cluster of resonances(lessthan 1% of the observedsignals)is well separated

our case (see Sebestyen[1962], Romeder [1973], and Thouvefrom the cluster of nonresonances:
the chosen variables denin and Trotignon [1980] for its application to this particular
scribe properly the resonances,and the discrimination is satisproblem).
factory.
First we must find the common pattern of the resonances.
Keeping in mind that the problem of finding the common
Through a measurementprocesswhich is done on a reference
pattern
of the resonancesis tackled by performing the transset of resonances we obtain a set of numbers called variables
formations of the initial spacewhich will cluster most highly
which best describe a resonance. Two "raw variables," named
the resonancesin the new space,we can say that the calcula"power" and "decay,"may be used. The "power" is the maxi-

mum power of the signalon the frequencystepin (#V/m)2
Hz-• withoutremovingthe noiseof the instrument,and the

tion of D '• is a mathematicalway to expressthis common

pattern.

We are now dealing with the secondtask of Sebestyen's
algorithm, called the decisionmaking process.We want to
of the form tA (the definitionof A is givenin the appendix). know whethera givenfrequencystepA belongsto the classof
Figure 3, for which nearly 1300 frequencysweepswere used, resonancesor not. We must compute S(A) the similarity of
showsthe scatterplots of the decay versusthe decimalloga- this signalto the signalsof the classof resonances
(heresimirithm of power for the resonances(top) and nonresonances larity means closenessin the new space).S(A) is the mean(bottom). Note that the average decay of the resonancesis squaredistancebetweenA and the classat resonances
repreclose to the value -2.35 given by Etcheto et al. [1981] using sentedby the set of points in the new space.For each frethe analog telemetry.
quencystep that we wish to sort out we will calculatethe
The set of points representingthe resonancesdoesnot satis- normalizedcoefficientQ(A)= S(A)/D• which measuresthe
factorily cluster in the sensethat the "distances"between the quality of the signalpatternrecognition:the smallerit is, the
points are not small enough, on average.Moreover the cluster more likely is A to be a resonance.This quality coefficient
of resonancesis not well separatedfrom the clusterof nonres- varieswithin the range(0.5, + c•). When the number of reso"decay"is the slopeA of the signalassuminga time variation
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Fig. 7. Percentages
of recognized
resonances
andfalseresona•ces
versusQ0 whentakingall the signalswith Q _<Q0
(solidline)and whentakingonly the signalwith the bestquality(Qmin
• Q0)in eachsweep(dashedline).This latesttest
doesnot change
muchthenumberof recognized
resonances
but decreases
drastically
thenumberof falseresonances.

nancesof the referenceset tends to infinity, the lower bound is
reachedat the gravity center of the classof resonances,and
the averagevalue of Q for the setof resonances
is 1.

If we now assumethere is, at most, one resonanceper fre-

understudywe calculateits Q quality coefficient,and then for

Moreover we do not take into account the case when the

quencysweep,we can improveconsiderably
the results.Of
course,whenthe plasmafrequencyis out of the rangeof the
We will now discuss some results. Let us consider N fresounder(obviously,
thereis no suchcasein the reference
set),
Fortunatelythis"resquencysweepsin whichwe haveidentifiedthe resonances
by a the programwill givea falseresonance.
and will be
manualprocess.
Eachsweepis madeof K frequencystepsand onance"will usuallyhavea bad qualitycoefficient
only one is a resonance.For each step of the N x K steps rejectedthroughusingan adequatethresholdvalue of Q.
plasmafrequencyvariesat a rate comparablewith the frea giventhresholdQowe look for the MoostepshavingQ <
Qo.AmongtheseMoosteps,Nooare reallyresonances
while quencysweepandis observedseveraltimes.Therefore,in each

NRooarenonresonances
(Moo= NRoo+ Noo).Theresults
of
thisprocessare plottedin Figure6. The percentage
Noo/N of
true resonancessatisfyingQ < Qo is drawn against Qo with a
thick line. For comparison we have plotted in dotted line the
theoretical curve under the assumptionof normal variables.
Moreover, to evaluate the pollution rate of the recognition

process,the percentageNRoo/Mooof nonresonances
with
Q -< Qo against Qo is shownby a thin line. Among the steps
with Q <_1.3, 78% are resonances
(whichrepresent86% of the
resonancesof the referenceset) and 22% nonresonances.For a
threshold of 1.7, 92% of the resonancesare recognized but an

frequencysweepwe look for the step in which Q is minimum
and retain it as the most probableresonance.The resultsare

shownin Figure 7 wherethe percentages
of recognizedresonancesand false resonanceshaving Q <_Qo are shown versus

Qo,by dashedlineswhenusingthisQmin
criterionandby solid
lineswhen not usingthis criterion.Sinceall thesepercentages
are evaluated with respect to the total number N of resonanceswhich are expected,we can meet percentages
of non-

resonances
NRoo/Ngreaterthan 100%whennot usingthe
Qmin
criterion(thenonresonances
aremorenumerous
thanthe

resonances).
When using the Qmincriterion a few resonances
equalnumberof nonresonances
are taken with them,while for are lost (1% for Qo= 1.7 and 3% for Qo= 2.3) but the peris drasticallydecreased(zero for
Q < 1 thereis a 3% pollutionbut only 70% of the resonances centageof nonresonances
are recognized.
Qo = 1, 4% for Qo = 1.7insteadof 50%).
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RESONANCES IN THE MAGNETOSHEATH (1195)
{ RAW VARIABLES)

1

are shown in Figure 8 for resonances(top) and nonresonances
(bottom) from about 1200 frequency sweepsrecorded from
December29, 1977, to January 25, 1978. This figure should be
compared to Figure 3 on which are displayedthe same variables in the solar wind. The plots for the resonancesare very
similar, and the same signals pattern recognition method
should be applicable. More precise comparisons made on the
three variables power, decay and deviation showed no significant difference between plasma resonancesin the solar wind
and those in the magnetosheath.As a matter of fact, when
Sebestyen'salgorithm is used on the magnetosheath data, we
obtain the same percentage of successusing the solar wind
referenceset or the magnetosheathone.
At last we should point out a tendencyfor the power of the

>-

•-2

-4

-6

!

-18

1

-14

-10

LOI3•o
(POWER,
V2/m
2.Hz)

resonancesto increase with frequency, as can be seen in
Figure 9. Here the averagepower is plotted againstfrequency
(raw variables)by bins of four steps,for both magnetosheath
and solar wind resonancesetstogether.This is in line with the
theoretical results of Deering and Fejer [1965] and Fejer and

Yu [1970] whichpredicta variationproportionalto f9/2 for
signalsaccompanying
the satelliteor to f?/2 for oblique
NON-RESONANCES

(130600)

echoes.These two laws are shown as solid lines in Figure 9
but the frequencyrange covered is too small and the receiver
saturation

level too low to decide between them.

We will now look at the resultsgiven by this program for a
case of multiple bow shock crossings.Figure 10 shows a dynamic spectrogram of the sounder data for a three-hour
period during which the earth bow shock was crossedseveral
times. The frequency scale is linear between 0 and 51 kHz

-2

while the grey scalingdependson the strengthof the received
signals.The tick marks at the top of the frame indicate the
times when the sounder was active. At the beginning of the
-4
period the spacecraftis in the magnetosheath,and the plasma
frequency varies between 40 and 51 kHz, going out of the
-6
range of the sounder at 2048 UT. The satellite enters the solar
wind at 2054, and the plasma frequencystaysaround 30 kHz
-18
-14
-10
until 2120 when the spacecraftcrossesthe bow shock again. In
the magnetosheath,between 2120 and 2130 the plasma freFig. 8. Same as Figure 3, in the magnetosheath.The results are
quency is out of range. When the spacecraftenters the solar
similar.
wind again at 2130, the plasma frequency is 33 kHz. From
2148 to 2154 a burst of upstream natural noise [Etcheto and
Faucheux, 1984] is observed.The satellite makes a new excurIn summary, the stepswith the minimum Q value in each
sion into the magnetosheath,where the plasma frequency is
sweep will be 95% of the resonancesand less than 5% of
above 51 kHz, from 2205 to 2218 and from then on stays in
nonresonanceswhen Q < 2.5. Depending on the way the rethe solar wind. The program for automaticresonancerecognisults will be used,a thresholdcan be put on the Qmin:for a
tion was run on these data, and the results are shown in
low Q0 some resonanceswill be missingbut the recognized
Figure 11. The frequencyof the recognizedresonancewhen
ones will not be polluted (that means,for a few sweepsthere
usingthe Q minimum criterion is plotted as a function of time,
will be no recognizedresonances).
The accuracyof the plasma
usinga symbol which dependson its quality: an asteriskfor Q
frequencydetermination is on the order of 400 Hz (one freless than 1, a cross between 1.0 and 1.1, an L from 1.1 to 1.3
quency step), that is, 4% for the density when the plasma
and a circle above 1.3. As we kept one resonanceper sweep,
frequency is 20 kHz. These results were corroborated by one
there is a result even when the plasma frequencyis out of
year of data in the solar wind without any significant devirange, but during theseperiodsthe quality is poor (hardly an
ation of the characteristics of resonances with time.
asterisk),and if we had put a thresholdon Q we would have
4.
MAGNETOSHEATH
kept only true resonances.For this day, we had only three
In this region, as in the solar wind, only one strong, long- AGC samplesper step.

LOI3.•o
(POWE
R,V2/m
2.Hz)

lasting resonance is observed at a frequency close to the
plasma frequency.At frequenciesabove the plasma frequency,
additional, weak, short-lived resonances are observed at the
harmonicsof the electrongyrofrequency[Etcheto et al., 1981].
Sincethe gyrofrequencyis on the order of 500 Hz, theseresonancesare properly observedonly using the analog telemetry
and will be ignored, so that we will considerthat only one
resonanceis observedat the plasma frequency.
The scatterplots of the decayversuspower (raw variables)

5.

MAGNETOSPHERE

In the magnetosphere,
contrary to what is observedin the
solar wind, many resonancesof different nature are observed,
and the problem is no longer to distinguish a resonance
among nonresonances but to name the different resonances

and deduce the plasma frequency.An example is shown in
Figure 12 where the decay (top) and power (bottom) computed as raw variables on each of the 128 frequency stepsare
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Fig. 9. Averagepower as a functionof frequencyfor resonances
in solar wind and magnetosheath.
The power increases
with frequency.

shown on a frequency versus time display, the grey scaling
dependingon the value of the parameter. During this period
the satellite was at high magnetic latitude (50ø),its geocentric
distance varying from 5 to 7 Re near noon. Two series of
resonancesdue to propagation of the waves on the Bernstein's
modes [Bernstein,1958] are seen:the gyroharmonicsnfceand

thefqnfrequencies.

sufficiently
discriminated.
In addition,
wedonotknowin advance the number N of resonancesexcitedduring one sweep,
and it is not possibleto selectfor instancethe N resonances
having the best quality, a method which we have seen to be
very efficientin the solar wind.
Therefore, in the magnetospherethe signal pattern recognition methods•are not likely to give very good results,either to
discriminate

5.1. Pattern RecognitionStudy
The power and decay of the resonancesare much more
variable in the magnetospherethan in the solar wind. This can
be checkedin Figure 13 (which shouldbe comparedto Figure
3) in which the scatterplot of decay againstpower is shown
for the resonances(top) and nonresonances(bottom) for a
hundred sweeps recorded between November 29, 1977, and
December 14, 1977. The two clustersare not far apart enough
to allow for a proper discrimination. The reason is that many
weak

and

short

resonances

resemble

nonresonances

and

also

that strong resonances give images on the adjacent steps,
which are nevertheless

considered

as nonresonances.

The next question is, is it possible tO sort out the various

typesof resonancesusingthe raw variablespower and decay?
The bottom panelsin Figure 14 show that the answeris again

between

resonances

and

nonresonances

or to

identify the different families of resonances.To quantitatively
support these conclusionswe have to show a comparison of
the results obtained in the solar wind and in the magnetosphereby using a simple threshold criterion: P > Po and
D _<Do, where the power P and the decay D are the raw
variablesdefinedin section3. In Figure 15 we have plotted the
percentage of resonanceshaving P _>Po and D _<Do against
the percentageof nonresonancessatisfyingthe same criterion:
for a given Po while D Ois varying (solid lines) and for a fixed
Do and Po varying (dashed lines). Note that those curves are
respectivelylabeled in log Po and in Do. Moreover, the percentages are computed with respect to the total number of
resonanceswhich are contained in each data set (solar wind in
the top frame or magnetosph9rein the bottom frame). A data
set means a group of sweepsin which we have identified all

with a manual process.In thesedata setsthe
no. In thisfigureareplottedthepower(left)anddecay(right) the resonances
for the resonancesand nonresonances(tOp) and for the two

nonresonanc6sare more numerous than the resonances,so for

typesof resonances
(bottom).The top papelsconfirmwhat is

lowvalues
of Poandlarg
e values
of DOwecanhavemore

seenin Figure 13: the resonancesand nonresonancesare not

nonresonanceswhich satisfythe upper criterion than the total
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Fig. 11. Resultsof the automaticdata reductionfor the sameperiodas in Figure10.Whenthe plasmafrequency
is out
of the frequencyrangeof the experiment,the quality of the mostprobable(false)resonanceis bad.

number of resonanceswe are looking for. This is the reason
why the percentageof nonresonances
(PNR) can be greater
than 100%. To know the percentageof recognizedresonances
for givenP0 and Do thresholdsone shouldconsiderthe intersectionof the relevantpower and decaycurves.Supposethat
we have to sort out 100 resonances.
If we accepta pollutionof
20% by nonresonances(PNR = 20), that is, if we do not
accept more than 20 nonresonancesamong the recognized

experiment)as a function of frequency.In this display the
resonancesappear as peaks.
The most easily identified are the gyroharmonics,due to
their harmonicity.We use the measurementof the on-board
magnetometeras an initial value and comparethe data to the
seriesof resonances,computedin frequencystepsfor several
gyrofrequenciestaken close to this initial value. This processingis applied after removing from the signal the slow
signals, we will not recognize more than 75 resonances variation of the amplitudewith frequency,whichis determined
(PR -- 75) in the solarwind (whichcorresponds
approximately in the way explained below. The best fit gives the gyto log Po = -11.75 and Do = -1.8) and 65 (PR = 65) in the rofrequencywith an accuracyof 0.7% (the modulus of the
magnetosphere(log Po = -12.5, D O-- --1.). If we allow only
magneticfield is known within lessthan 1 7 in a 100-7field).
for 10% pollution,we will recognize72 resonances
in the solar
We can now determinethef•. resonances
and the plasma
wind and only 45 in the magnetosphere.Moreover, in the frequency
f•,e.We haveseenthat in a Maxwellianplasmathe
magnetosphere
the averagenumberof resonances
per sweepis f•. normalizedto the gyrofrequency
only dependon the
30. So, if we accept a 20% pollution, we will obtain plasma frequency(normalizedto the gyrofrequencytoo). We
30 x 0.65 -- 19.5 good resonancesand 30 x 0.2 --6 wrong use the dispersionrelation, storedin the computer,to deduce
resonancesper sweepinstead of the 30 good resonanceswe seriesof theoretical
f•.for variousvaluesoff•,e.We thencomwere looking for. This is the reason why this recognition pute the frequencyof thesetheoreticalresonancesusing the
method(evenimprovedby usingSebestyen's
algorithm)is not gyrofrequency
that we havejust determined.
Eachf•.seriesis
usablein the magnetosphere
and we will then rely on the then comparedto the observedsignals,and weightedin order
physicalknowledgethat we have of the phenomenon.
to favorthelowest-order
f•. Thef•.serieswhichbestfitsthe

observations
givesat thesametimethetheoretical
f•. andthe
5.2. Use of DispersionRelation
of Bernstein'sModes

plasmafrequency.If the plasmais not Maxwellian,it will be
the plasmafrequencyof the coldestcomponent.But, in order
to minimizethe computingtime of this correlation,we needa

Figure 16 showsthe receivedamplitude(the averageof the
electricfield)on the ordinate(aftersubtractingthe noiseof the

reasonableinitial value. We have establishedfrom many observationsin the magnetosphere
that the resonances
are more
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Fig. 12. Dynamicspectrogram
of the raw variables,"decay"(top) and "power"(bottom)for an outboundpdssin the
magnetosphere.Many resonancesare observed.

intenseclose,and above, the plasma frequency(a detailed
studyof onecaseobservedon GEOS 2 is madeby Etchetoet
al. [1983]). We thereforesmoothedthe spectrumshown in
Figure 16, obtainingthe dotted curve, which frequencyof
maximum amplitude was used as the initial value of the
plasma frequency.The smoothingis obtained by computing

the fast Fourier transform of the signal made of the 128 values

measured in one sweep and filtering this spectrum by multiplying by [1 •- cos(rcJ/10)]/2 the ten lowest-frequencycomponents (J = 0, 1, .--, 9) and by 0 the higher-frequencycomponents. This filtered spectrum then undergoes the inverse fast
Fourier transform,resultingin the dotted curve of Figure 16.

TROTIGNONET AL.' AUTOMATICDETERMINATION
OF DENSITYON ISEE 1

RESONANCES

IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE
( RAW VARIABLES
i

i

(2640)

4313

the plasmais Maxwellian.If we identifyan fan resonance,
knowing the gyrofrequency,
we can mark it on this diagram.If

)

several
fanresonances
are on a verticalline,we canconclude

i

that the plasmais closeto Maxwellian and deducethe plasma
frequency.
On the left part of Figure 17 we have plotted with horizontal lines the results of the manual identification using the
analog telemetry (8-Hz frequency resolution) and with thick
lines the results obtained using the digital telemetry (400-Hz
frequency resolution). The plasma frequency determined by
the computerfrom the digital telemetryis shownby an arrow.

i

Usingthe analogtelemetry,eachfanresonance
(except
f•3) is

-6

i

i

-18

i

split into two, but the agreementbetweenthe automatic determination of the plasma frequency and the manual determination is good, evenwhen the analog telemetryis used.
On the right-hand side of Figure 17, another example is

i

-1/+

shown,in whichthesplittingof thef•nresonances
is largerand

-lO

L06•o
[POWER,
V2/mz. Hz)

the alignment lessclear. Neverthelessthe automatic recogni-

tion of the f•n resonances
from the digital telemetry(thick
lines) is still correct. Belmont[1981] has shown that in a non-

Maxwellianplasmathefanfrequencies
couldbe splitand not
NON-RESONANCES

(10200

)

o-

aligned,correspondingto plasmafrequenciesrangingfrom the
plasma frequency of the coldest component to the total
plasmafrequency.For a bi-Maxwellian plasma(a cool and a
hot component),this range of apparentplasmafrequenciesis
larger when the two populations are more decoupled.The

splittingof thef•n that we usuallyobserveon boardISEE 1 is
of the type foreseenby the theory for two populationswhose
temperatures are not very different but whose densitiesdiffer
significantly.
The program of automatic determination of the plasma frequency works on the digital telemetry and cannot see the
,-

-6

I

-18

-1/+

. .:;.':... -,

I

splittingof thefanresonances,
owingto the lack of frequency

I

-lO

resolution. It fits first the gyroharmonics (obtaining an
average value when the gyrofrequencyvaries during the frequency sweep)and then usesthis value of the gyrofrequency

to computethe frequencies
of the theoreticalfan resonances
and fit them to the observations.The accuracy of this gy-

LO•o{POWER,
Vz/mz Hz) rofrequencyhasa stronginfluenceon the fit of thefanas can
Fig. 13. Same as Figures 3 and 8 in the magnetosphere.
The resonancesrepresentnow 20% of the signalsand are no longer clearly
decoupled from nonresonances.

be seen on the inset in the center of Figure 17. A theoretical

seriesoffanlyingon the verticalline at fpe/fce
= 4.4 hasbeen
replotted on the Hamelin's diagram after normalizing it to

1.007fce(left series)and to 0.993fce(rightseries).
Thefanare

Above the curves of Figure 16 is shown the result of the

now clearly misaligned,more for larger n, to the left if the
gyrofrequencyis increased,to the right if it is decreased.This
misalignmentis still tolerable by the computer owing to the
poor frequency resolution of the digital telemetry. A larger

identificationof the resonances.
At the top the resultsof the
manual identification(using the analog telemetry)are gy-

error for fce wouldchangethe frequencyof the firstfanby a

roharmonics,
fan,andf,,, whichdoesnot belongto thesetwo

and is therefore

quantity exceedingthe frequencyresolution of the experiment
not tolerable.

families.Below,the resultsof the automaticanalysisare as

On the two Hamelin's diagrams of Figure 17 an additional
described
above.Thegyroharmonics
andfanarecorrectly
rec- resonancelabeledf,, (plotted with an asterisk)is observedbeognized
(with400-Hzaccuracy).
Theplasma
frequency
fpede- tween 3 and 4 fce in the left-hand diagram and between4 and
ducedfromthefanresonances
doesnot correspond
to a reso- 5 in the right-hand one. It is likely [Belmont, 1981] that this
nanceand is shownabove3fce by a thick arrow.
resonance is close to the total plasma frequency while the
In order to discuss in more detail this method for determin-

alignmentof the f•n resonances
corresponds
to the plasma

ingtheplasma
frequency,
usingthefanresonances,
wewilluse frequencyof the coldestpopulation.One shouldnotice that to
Hamelin's diagram shown in Figure 17 [Hamelin, 1980; De
Feraudy and Hamelin, 1978]. All the frequenciesare normalized to the gyrofrequency
fce'Each curvelabeledn is the locus

look for thef•n resonance
of lowestfrequencyand consider

of a givenfanwhenthe plasmafrequency
varies.-Onthe ordi-

ble to determinethe firstfan,whichis not necessarily
true,

that the plasmafrequencylies betweenthis frequencyand the
gyroharmonicjust belowit, is risky.It assumes
that it is possi-

nateis plottedthedeviation
in frequency
between
thisfanand especiallywhen it is between a critical value, on the order of
the gyrofrequency
just below(of order n) versusthe plasma (r• + 0.7)fce, and (n + 1)fce, a region in which the damping is
frequency(plotted on the abscissa).For a given plasmafre- very strongwhen the propagationis not strictly perpendicular
quencyfpe,all thef•n are alignedon a verticalline,provided to the magneticfield [Potteletteet al., 1981]. The advantageof
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Fig. 14. Histogramsof the raw variables"power" and "decay"in the magnetosphere
for resonances
(solid line) and

nonresonances
(dashedline)at the top andfor gyroresonances
(solidline)andf•,resonances
(dashedline)at the bottom.
The resonances
are no longerdecoupledfrom the nonresonances,
and the differentfamiliesof resonances
have the same
characteristics:
the signalpattern recognitionmethod has to be abandoned.

the techniqueof alignmentof thef•n comparedto thislatest fromtheft. resonances
is betterthan10%in 93% of thecases.
methodis to usethe wholesetoff•n,thusprovidinga neces- In 96% of the cases this frequency (which is close to the
sary cross-check.
Out of 250 frequencysweepsthat we studiedcarefully,the
accuracyof the plasma frequencydeducedby the computer

plasma frequencyof the coldestpopulation) is lessthan 10%
lower than f,, (which is close to the total plasma frequency).
On the other hand, the frequency of the maximum of the

TROTIGNONET AL.' AUTOMATICDETERMINATIONOF DENSITYON ISEE 1
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lOO •

smoothed spectrum (used as an initial value for the plasma
frequencydetermination)is abovef,, in 97% of the cases.For
60% of the sweepsthis maximum is lessthan 10% abovef,,,
and in 96% it is less than 20% above f,,. Usually this maxi-

mumis betweenthe firstand the second
fq,, and closerto the
second one.

Figure 18 shows the dynamic spectrogram of the sounder
data (continuously active), for an example of density fluctuations observed on January 13, 1982, between 1810 and 1910
UT, while ISEE 1 was leaving the plasmasphere.At low frequency only resonancesat the gyroharmonics are observed.

5o

Above,thef•, are superimposed
on the gyroharmonics,
giving
the impressionof a darker region, whose lower edge correspondsto the plasmafrequency.The resultsof the program of
automatic determinationof the plasma frequencyare plotted
as a function of time in Figure 19. In the top frame, the solid

Non-resonances, percent (PNR)

lineis the densitydeduced
fromthe alignmentof thef• while
the dashedline representsthe time evolution of the maximum
of the smoothed spectrum. This latest curve is always above
the density curve and follows the density fluctuations. In the
bottom frame is displayed the modulus of the magnetic field
after a rough detrending, obtained by substracting a mean
magnetic field approximated by a polynomial of third degree.
This rough processingis sufficient to evidence the compressional character of these Pc 5 pulsations. Even though the
density is undersampled and the magnetic field averaged, the
pulsationsare in phaseon both quantities(particularly at the
beginning),as in the casestudied by Kivelson et al. [1984] of a
pulsation with a similar period of 7 minutes, but at a completely different local time (near noon). This pulsation is a
quiet time event (Kp _• 1 + during the previous 24 hours).
Singer et al. [1979] studied Pc 3, 4 and 5 in the morning
sectorusingsimultaneousmeasurementson board severalsatellites,but their density measurementswere not sampledfast
enough to evidence fluctuations. Between 1815 and 1830,
superimposedon the pulsations,a densityincreaseis observed
simultaneouslywith a decreaseof the modulusof the.magnetic
field, without any particular change in the direction of the
magneticfield. This short-liveddensityincreasecould be due
to a plasmacloud. If we assumethat the total pressure(kinetic
plus magnetic)is constantfrom 1810 to 1830, the proton perpendicular temperature is estimated to be on the order of 70
eV.

In the magnetospherictail, the resonancesare weaker and
shorter than in the inner magnetosphere.They are also more
closely spacedin frequency(typically 1 kHz or less).Even in
this case the magnetosphericversion of the program of automatic determination of the plasma frequencygivessatisfactory
results.When the gyrofrequencyis too low to be resolvedby
the experiment, an estimate of the plasma frequencyis given
by the frequencyof maximum intensity of the smoothedspectrum. This method has been used by Etcheto and Saint-Marc
[1985] to study the plasmasheetboundary layer.
6.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

100 -

logPo
=-14_._..__••

MAGNETOSPHERE

POWER Po
DECAY DO

Do=F'•I

Non-resonances,

percent (PNR)

Fig. 15. Percentagesof resonances(ordinate) and nonresonances
(abscissa)having a power larger than Po and a decaysmallerthan D O
in the solar wind (top) and magnetosphere(bottom). While in the
solar wind a simple threshold on the "power" and "decay" enablesus
to roughly sort out most of the resonances,this is no longer true in
the magnetosphere.

to develop an automatic method for determining the plasma
frequency,working in any region visited by the satellite. We
realized
ISEE

this tool for the relaxation

sounder

flown

on board

1.

In the solar wind and magnetosheath, where only one
strong and long-lasting resonanceis observed close to the
plasma frequency, we used a signal pattern recognition
method, the quadratic discrimination of Sebestyen[1962].
Each recognized resonancehas a quality coefficientenabling
the user to sort out the results according to the use he wants
to make of them. A proper sorting enables us to recognize
more than 95% of the resonances,thus determining the density with an accuracyof 4% for a 20-kHz plasmafrequency.
In the magnetospherewhere many resonancesare observed,
such a method is no longer usable since the signal pattern

The relaxationsounder,even though it has been widely
usedin passivemodeto studywavesspontaneously
generated between various resonances is more different than it is beby the plasma [Christiansenet al., 1978a, b; Etcheto et al., tween a resonanceand a nonresonance.We therefore compare

the observations to the theoretical dispersion relation of the
Bernstein's modes. The electron gyrofrequency is determined
with an accuracy better than 0.7%. The plasma frequencyof
the coldest population is determined with an accuracy better
information is a reliable and accurate determination of the
than 10% in 93% of the cases while the total plasma freelectrondensity.In orderto makethe instrumenteasilyusable quency is given within 10%. A direct check of these results
for routinelymeasuringthe electrondensityit was necessary cannot be made since no experimentis able to give the total

1982; Etcheto and Faucheux,1984; Lacornbeet al., 1985], is
primarily an activeexperiment,aimedat excitingradio waves
at the characteristic
frequencies
of the medium,thus bringing
informationon the local plasma.The most interestingof this
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ISEE 1 JULY 31, 1978 17 34 09 UT
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Fig. 16. Power spectrum in the magnetosphere(hatched curve) and smoothed spectrum (dotted line). Results of
manual identificationof resonancesfrom analog telemetry(top arrows)and automatic identificationfrom digital telemetry
(seriesbelow).The maximum of the spectrumis slightlyabove the plasmafrequency.The agreementbetweenmanual and
automatic identification is good.

plasma frequencynor the electron distribution in the magnetospherewith suchan accuracy[Decreauet al., 1978; Burke

ment and should becomepart of the payloads flown in this
region, as a standard experimentin the same way as magne-

and Young, 1981].
The relaxation sounder,just like the natural wave experiments,is not subjectto disturbancescomingfrom the floating

tometers.

APPENDIX:

potentialof the spacecraft.The densitydeterminationsrelying
on natural

waves use several

methods:

thermal

noise of the

plasma (in the solar wind), low-frequencycutoff of the nonthermal continuum radiation (when it is local), line at the
so-called "upper hybrid frequency"(when it is present and
unambiguouslyidentified).None of thesemethodscan be systematically usedsincethe natural noiseis not alwayspresent.
Moreover no automatic data reduction is possiblesince the
natural noisehasfirst to be identified,whichis not necessarily
straightforward.Even by visual inspectionof the data a misinterpretation is easily possiblewhen there is no cross-check
with an active experiment[Jones,1982; Etchetoet al., 1985].
In addition, one should be aware that resonances are much

DEFINITION

THE AUTOMATIC

OF THE VARIABLES USED IN

RECOGNITION ALGORITHM

FOR SOLAR WIND

RESONANCES

The signal (the electric field) is known through N samples

madeon a frequencystep:{(En,tn)with n = 1, ..., N} where
En is the nth measurementmade on the step at time tn from
the beginning of the step, after removing the noise level of the
instrument. The signal received at the beginning of the step,
beforethe AGC has reachedits maximum value (19 ms for the
2-ms time constant of the AGC), is discarded.
We first constitute by manual means a referenceset of M
resonanceswithout any frequency-discriminating
process.This
is done by taking into account the knowledge we have of a
resonance pattern. Let us now assume that a resonance is
describedby

stronger than natural waves, usually by about 60 dB, and
therefore do not require very sensitivereceivers.At last, if
In E = A In t + B
resonancescorrespond to clearly defined local characteristic
frequenciesof the medium(vanishinggroup velocity),it is not whereA and B are respectivelythe slopeand the value of In E
the same for natural waves. Indeed, either they are seen at at t - 1 for one resonance.A and B are given by
instablefrequencies
whichdependon the unknownfreeenergy
of the particledistribution("upperhybrid noise")or they show
A=
(ln tn -- (ln t))(ln En -- (ln E))
a cutoff which is not necessarilylocal (nonthermalcontinuum
cutoff correspondsto the maximum plasma frequencyalong
the path followed by the wave between the source and the
ß • (ln tn-- (ln t))2
n=l
observer).
A relaxation sounder,coupled with an appropriate plasma
B = (ln E) -- A(ln t)
frequency recognition program, is a very powerful tool for
diagnosing the local plasma in the solar-terrestrial environ- where
n
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1

N

1

N

(lnt)=• .•,Int. (InE)=• .•,InE.

Let P be the average,on a frequencystep, of the electric
fieldweightedby the"averageresonance"
definedpreviously:
I

Let (A) and (B) be the averagevaluesof A and B calculated
resonance" is then defined as

In E-

(A) In t +

We have now to define the three variables which best describe

a resonance.Thesevariablesserveas inputsin the automatic
recognitionalgorithmwe appliedin the solarwinddata.

N

--.•œ.exp
((A)Int.+(B))

for all of the M resonances of the reference set; the "average

Let us now considerall the frequencystepsof a given fre-

quencysweep.We cancompute(P), the averagevalueof P
for this sweep.Then the variableVAR1, improperlycalled
"power," will be
VAR1 = P/(P)
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for each frequencystep which belongsto the sweep under

study.The secondvariable,VAR2, called"decay,"is merely
the slopeof the signalin the frequencystep.
VAR2

= A

Notice that VAR2 is an exponent(E is varyingas t'•) and is
consequentlydimensionless.
Finally the third variable, VAR3, called "deviation," is the
deviationof the signalmeasuredon a frequencystepfrom the
signalcalled"averageresonance"above.

1

((A) Intnq-(B)--In

VAR3
=• n=l•,' •-• i• tnq-(By
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